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G, = {(x, y) E X x Y: y E &x)f. Let (T, r, p) be a finite measure space, and X be
a Banach space [for a treatment of infinite dimensional vector spaces see
Aliprantis and Burkinshaw (1978,1985)]. The correspondence $:-T+2’ is
said to have a measureable graph if G+Ez@P(X), where b(X) denotes the
Bore1 a-algebra on X and 0 denotes product a-algebra. A function f: T-+X
is called simple if there exist xi, x2,. . .,x, in X and a,, a2,. . . , a, in z such
that
n
f = 1

where

xiXa,

xOi(t)= 1 if
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x,,(t)=0

t$ai.

and

i=l

if

A function f: T-+X is said to be p-measurable if there exists a sequence of
simple functions f.: T+X
such that lim,,, IIf,(
f(t)lI=O p-a.e. A pmeasurable function f: T--+X is said to be Bochner integrable if there exists a
sequence of simple functions {f,: n = 1,2,. . . } such that

lim j

n+m T

((f,(t)-f

(t)((G(t)=O.

In this case we define for each EEZ the integral to be fEf(t) dp(t) =
lim,+, jE f,(t) G(t). It can easily be shown [see Diestel and Uhl (1977, p.
431 that if f : T-+X is a p-measurable function then f is Bochner integrable
if and only if ST((f(t)((dA t) < co. We denote by L,(p,X) the space of
equivalence classes of X-valued Bochner integrable functions x: T+X
normed by (Ix(I=JT IIx(t)llMt). M oreover, we denote by S, the set of all
X-valued Bochner integrable selections from the correspondence c$: T+2x, i.e.
S,= {~EL~(p,X):x(t)~c$(t)p-a.e.}.

As in Aumann
defined as

(1966), the integral of the correspondence

sT d(t) d/44 = sT 4~) d/4+ x ES,

.

In the sequel we will denote the above integral by

4: T+2X

is

